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NOTICE OF GOVERNMENT OPPRESSION AND SUBSEQUENT HARM

TO ALL ADDRESSED PARTIES:

Let it be known that I’ve experienced incredible oppression for blowing the whistle on the
criminal activities of the now defunct Prince Edward County Children’s Aid Society (PECAS). My
quality of life was obliterated by a network of Children’s Aid Society (CAS) apologists at all
levels of government in Canada years ago while oppression and the effects thereof remain
prominent in my life today.
https://globalnews.ca/news/5360057/teen-sexual-cult-ontario-foster-home-childrens-aid-society/
https://globalnews.ca/news/5428684/reports-of-sexual-abuse-foster-home-dismissed/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-county-foster-care-abuse-negligence-charges-1.4723516
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_21e1158ecaa04bc9a02417aae99b1a7d.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_b52f23536f7743efbb4675dd3e6996cf.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_e83a6167e73b49c0ba35a70d1d0477ce.pdf
https://pictongazette.ca/post/sweet-pleads-guilty-to-single-charge-of-contravening-child-and-family-servic
es-act

Upon review of my personal records, it becomes evident that several individuals working from
within the so-called government of Canada at municipal, provincial and federal levels and also
from within the judiciary and public service sector in Ontario were historically involved in
oppression campaigns directed at either me or my loved ones.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_f8d26bb44a424e7f840d9a0ad6a7e0d2.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_f8d26bb44a424e7f840d9a0ad6a7e0d2.pdf

Several agents within the so-called government, judiciary and public service sector belong to
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the masonic fraternity or some other clandestine order not accountable to the people of Canada.
Freemasonry obviously influences its members while many of those members are themselves
so-called government, judicial or public service sector employees. In this way, I fail to see how
freemasonry isn’t understood by others to be a direct influence on particular government agents.
It’s not just freemasonry either; there are several clandestine brotherhoods active within the
so-called government, judiciary, military and public service sector today.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_6d4867d992a0440d8192f3bb93944cb0.pdf

Take the Orange Order, for example; a group notorious for its bold Loyalist stance and
subsequent brutal campaigns in Ireland and other countries. The Orange Order was sanctioned
to operate in Canada since, at least, the period of time surrounding the Jesuit Estates Act that
was debated between John A. Macdonald and Dalton McCarthy in Canada’s House of
Commons. In that particular debate between Macdonald and McCarthy, a deep schism within
the Conservative party is revealed along with the fact that religious issues drive the divide
between respective political parties in Canada.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesuit_Estates_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_Order_in_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_Orange_Order
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_Order

Freemasonry, the Orange Order and other fraternal groups, despite false claims otherwise, are
fundamentally religiously driven and connected to many churches and charities in Canada
today. I know, firsthand, that freemasonry was associated with the church that I was once a
member and employee of. Conflict between myself and the minister of the church arose when
the minister began a program called Reaching for Rainbows. The program for young females
appeared to me to be a stepping stone to the International Order of the Rainbow program,
associated with Freemasonry, for older females.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Order_of_the_Rainbow_for_Girls
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Bgu7jLS2iAZss06zRu9__0q6JPVft_dW
https://skirret.com/archive/misc/misc-m/masonryandtheorderofthegarter.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry_in_Canada
https://www.facebook.com/Torontopast/posts/3163119023917680/?paipv=0&eav=AfaPVC-yKXDa_9XxF5
1ElVb99dP7vkBHzYF83B4QOQaoZxEwQAqAWOJ50Rgx26UKaPw&_rdr
https://www.historyireland.com/the-men-of-no-popery-the-origins-of-the-orange-order/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Architect_of_the_Universe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_of_Orange
https://www.orderofmalta.org.uk/about/government/the-prince-and-grand-master/

I felt that the Reaching for Rainbows (R4R) program generated inequity and disadvantage to
boys and it was also being developed in association with the CAS so I refused to support it. At
the same time, I knew that children in local foster homes were being sexually abused and the
minister was not willing to help me expose that matter. The minister and I became diametrically
opposed at that point.
https://tomorrowmatterstoday.blogspot.com/2016/12/persecuted-by-my-church-oppressed-by-my.html

I was eventually kicked out of the church. My children and I were alienated from the church and
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wider community at that time. In return, I filed a human rights application against the minister
with the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario (HRTO). I submitted a notice of corrupted
proceedings to the Registrar of the HRTO but the HRTO failed to respond to the notice and
eventually dismissed the case.
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onhrt/doc/2016/2016hrto957/2016hrto957.html?autocompleteStr=Everall%20
v.%20d&autocompletePos=1&resultId=cd094df3caa0440eabccfc0d6cf75024&searchId=2024-02-20T14:0
9:16:630/6d0182efeb494d22acfa47cc3deac7a0
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_84bc4ef4b37f4ab08926b6a1867d8c7c.pdf

Contrary to human rights legislation, the HRTO has blocked my right to remedy and
subsequently began gate-keeping the unlawful actions of individuals who outright oppress me.
The HRTO continues to thwart fair access to so-called swift justice and subsequent equitable
remedy for me here in Ontario, Canada.

In return for advocating for children, youth and families who were oppressed by so-called child
protection workers and for subsequently blowing the whistle on the crimes of the PECAS, I
evidently set myself up for a lifetime of serious oppression from my so-called government and its
various agents. Intolerable, serious oppression has been a mainstay in my life since that time.

At present, bad faith actors working within the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP)
\effectively caused intentional harm to me by arbitrarily suspending my income support in
January 2023. The matter was adjudicated, albeit not to my satisfaction, by the Social Benefits
Tribunal (SBT). Still, however, the SBT issued an order in September 2023 for the ODSP
director to provide me with specific evidence within 30 days.The documents would clearly
determine if the ODSP director was acting in good faith when issuing a decision to suspend my
income support and subsequently verify that the director followed the rules when acting against
me in tribunal proceedings. To date, neither document has been supplied to me and I highly
doubt those documents ever existed in the first place.

ODSP employees, who know or ought to know better, are the problem here! I’m receiving
undeniable and exceptional differential treatment while being forced to operate in an established
long-term toxic environment. The subsequent discrimination and harassment that I continue to
experience is psychologically disturbing, emotionally painful and physically exhausting!

It’s utterly absurd that, due to my special circumstances, I continue to receive approximately
$500.00/mo less than anyone else in my situation would receive. I’ve been intentionally thrust
into extraordinary circumstances by ODSP workers and subsequently left to rot, literally, in deep
poverty! While I understand that particular ODSP workers may not like me as a person, I simply
can’t come to terms with how anyone, especially those with the means to provide available
remedy, could treat another human being in the way that some of these ODSP workers have
treated me and other ODSP clients. The consistent manner in which I’ve been so thoroughly
disregarded by ODSP workers is beyond morally void.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_a3ac9b0ffa044a2db301f0533da1920b.pdf
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When attending an emergency meeting last week with the ODSP regional manager, Shurelle
Alcindor, I was informed that I’d hear back by February 16, 2024 with regard to my insistent
request for imperative, emergency assistance.The assistance that I requested was for essential
items that are imperative to my well-being. When Shurelle Alcindor attempted to tell me that no
funds were available to facilitate my request I clearly explained that funds for special
circumstances are most certainly available and that there is a duty to provide such to me at this
time. Shurelle Alcindor stared at me for a moment before saying “fair enough.” Although I’m not
surprised, I am disappointed that I haven’t heard back from Shurelle Alcindor as I remain in
peril.

It was Shurelle Alcindor who subsequently explained to me that ODSP wasn’t able to provide
me with the SBT-ordered documents. Those particular documents would have clearly
established that ODSP staff were acting in good faith in the execution of ODSP policy that
adversely affected me. In the absence of those documents however, bad faith becomes clearly
established while various workers not only continue to cause serious, irreparable harm in my life
but fail to deliver available support to overcome the extraordinary circumstances that I find
myself in. I’ve directly appealed to Shurelle Alcindor for basic human decency which Shurelle
Alcindor, for whatever reason(s) adamantly denies to me.

All the while, the Prince Edward County (PEC) Building Department has condemned my house
while subsequently refusing to respond to any and all written submissions. The land taxes for
that property were paid in full up until the point of PEC’s most recent assault against my liberty. I
justifiably refuse to pay land taxes until the matter is fairly resolved. Once resolved, tax reform in
general is required! I’m through funding my own tyranny through taxes! At any rate, the Mayor
and municipal councilors and Police Services Board refuse to respond to imperative
correspondence.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_2fbc265c0bc9442f9ddc751b226b6075.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_f45f8464ba3047138458896902d2e8d5.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uhy20fBu4rXx7n3GMGRiSckRjBKWQrgPEdv1CwvXQmE/edit

The attack from the PEC municipal government occurred while key-players in the so-called
system were aware that I was in extreme crisis due to the so-called pandemic coinciding with
exceptional family dysfunction and failing health of my own in an already unstable situation. At
that time, I was also dealing with a situation where upon coming into my care a child in need of
protection was vindictively refused service by so-called child protection worker, Michael Evans,
on behalf of the Highland Shores Children’s Aid Society (HSCAS).

Although the HSCAS left the child in my care when deciding to close the file, ODSP failed to
provide any extra support to me for the child. In return for the outright discrimination by HSCAS,
based on unconventional family status and subsequent disability, I filed an application with the
HRTO within the one year application deadline.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_d713bb66aa2f4db39d9b0d3513cdc6c4.pdf

Denise Ghanam, a so-called equity, diversion and inclusion expert, recently adjudicated the
case I filed against the HSCAS. According to the cases that I’ve reviewed on Canlii, Ghanam is
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blocking an alarming amount of cases from being heard at the HRTO. Ghanam claims that a
ridiculous number of applications have no jurisdiction which, from my perspective, no
reasonable mind could possibly support! Ghanam, in many cases, places unreasonable,
untimely demands on the applicant before ultimately dismissing the application in the end.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_217f1e95881947339d0dd3651ee407be.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_d6940bd2de83426faa2ca13f04378d2b.pdf

Ghanam doesn’t seem to follow rules of procedure or the rule of law for that matter and is, from
my perspective, abusing the HRTO process from my perspective. Ghanam, appearing to be a
part of the 2015 Conservative Party patronage appointments and further appointed to the HRTO
by Order-in-Council, giving me the appearance that Ghanam wasn’t, in any way, working in
good faith to uphold any actual form of justice, especially for myself, but otherwise protecting
colleagues in an undeniable colonial so-called system.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_939776b153284c9ab8e88313a796c5a2.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_5c594290d2e2473da1ac9e1db85bfdfc.pdf

Had Denise Ghanam followed the HRTO rules, fairly adjudicated my HRTO matter or even
attempted to afford me a shred of dignity, perhaps I wouldn’t have been compelled to research
that individual’s personal history in Windsor, Ontario. I hope Ghanam is happy in knowing that
she has opened a can of worms, so to speak, for the so-called equity, diversity and inclusion
crew in Windsor. Ghanam has, in my opinion, potentially exposed several colleagues in what I
perceive to be ongoing colonialism in Canada which will be reported to appropriate so-called
international authorities.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_3e8ed4b7b43a401b95cdd018fe8e03b5.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_9fd1fdd928a14e6bac426d7398305e2c.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_52d83e02e72c444d9c0799591072f314.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_c9531a21d15d44e2a8327780128a7d94.pdf

Another case that I filed at least half a decade ago with the HRTO was recently adjudicated by
Holly Gomes. I haven’t had the time to look into the history of this particular individual but,
again, appointments by the Lieutenant governor are beyond questionable to me at this point.
The very fact that this particular case and most recent decision from the HRTO took such an
absurd amount of time and nonsense to achieve a final decision is telling in itself! I’ll get around
to researching Holly Gomes’ professional history in time which is likely to prove interesting, to
say the least. It appears to me that there was some coordination within the HRTO as to the
timing of two recent so-called decisions.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_5d51a9b55a14494190222e76cc642904.pdf

Nevertheless, the HRTO Registrar was previously made aware of my grievances after an
unresolved complaint was submitted by myself to the HRTO. The Registrar didn’t respond to my
submissions which, in my experience, is nothing new from the so-called professionals in
Ontario. Again, not responding when there’s a duty to do such is an established act of
negligence. At any rate, the HRTO appears to be attempting to make me feel alienated and
subsequently defeated; a common tactic that oppressors use in my experience to make
vulnerable people lose hope and to give up on pursuing accountability measures.
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https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_9fa99e4669b24826bd68aa1fc01d3e84.pdf

On the contrary, however, the evidence being generated by my various oppressors at this time
is giving me more hope than ever that others will now see what I see with the corruption in
Canada while subsequently arming me with an arsenal of evidence for civil litigation.

So, while I had hoped for the best with HRTO proceedings, I was definitely prepared for the
worst. I simply played the hand that HRTO dealt to me, knowing that monetary awards and
actual justice were far more attainable if and when I was able to effectively establish that
particular individuals were acting against me in the absence of good faith. Let me be clear when
saying that monetary awards have never been my primary motivation in seeking accountability
and justice here in Canada!

With that said, I’ll certainly take any monetary awards that come to me in return. I’ve come to
learn that while a stacked bank account and high society living means very little to me, it means
everything and more to my oppressors. As such, if I have to drain bank accounts and confiscate
assets as a form of remedy at this point, then so be it!

While individuals acting in a professional capacity, subsequently executing professional duty in
good faith are shielded from legal liability, the law does not shield actors of bad faith regardless
of the capacity they act in. If and when so-called professionals abandon good faith in the
execution of their so-called duties, they expose themselves to the serious risk of personal
liability. The HRTO and some of its members, according to the evidence, have established
themselves as actors of bad faith whom lawful remedy shall find through due course.

While particular bad-faith actors have worked, seemingly in pathetic desperation, to thwart my
voice, those bad-faith characters have, in all actuality, provided the final pieces of evidence that
I required to prove beyond doubt that there is no justice in Canada and that any alleged
avenues to the illusion of justice are as corrupt as water is wet! Integrity is undeniably
compromised when court and tribunal staff are appointed by and subsequently accountable to
the deceptive so-called executive government that usurped the constitution of Canada in the
first place!

It’s become evident, to me at least, that Ontario’s social justice tribunals, much like the so-called
courts of justice, were designed to protect key-players within the colonial so-called government
and the respective so-called system of nobility over the people of Canada despite how aligned
with so-called justice these systems appear to be. With confidence lost and trust in the
traditional system therefore abandoned, I’m left with no choice but to sue individuals who’ve
acted in bad faith against me as well as the HRTO itself. I’ll keep putting cases through the
courts and tribunals until every last corrupt agent is removed and a process of actual justice is
implemented here in Canada!

When the CAS stole my children in 2000, my father told me to bide my time while providing my
oppressors with enough rope for them to metaphorically hang themselves. Eventually, the
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PECAS eventually did just and so will the rest of my oppressors. It’s simply the nature of things;
what goes up, must come down! So, while it’s taken me nearly a quarter of a century of
enduring relentless, horrific oppression, I believe, by the grace of God almighty, that my mission
to evidently expose systematic corruption in Canada has been finally achieved!

After everything I’ve endured because of entitled colonialists in this country , I can’t, especially
in good conscience, let what happened to me occur to others. Now that I have a decent
understanding of how the outrageous corruption is operating in Canada and throughout the
world for that matter, I won’t - can’t - rest until future generations are protected from what
appears to be an insane so-called global government. I’ll be doing all that I can from hereon to
resist globalism and ongoing, unlawful colonialism in Canada!

I literally must, however possible, continue to rage against the colonial machine, so to speak.
The assaults against myself, my loved ones and what little we have left in life never seem to
stop. Last year Gerry Maxwell contacted me to ask if Power Concrete, a neighbouring business
to my property, could erect a sound barrier type of fence on my property. I agreed to meet with
Gerry to discuss the matter. Instead of meeting with me or speaking with me any further, I’ve
been informed that heavy machinery has allegedly been on my property and that the property
has been excavated. I can’t possibly know for myself while I remain seriously incapacitated.

I’m currently attempting to get myself into a position where I can deal with my property matters
next. I have to make travel arrangements to get over to my property to find out, for myself, what
the heck is going on! At present my car requires repair after a mechanic in the PEC community
disabled me even further by putting my car into a worse mechanical state than when I took it to
him. I’ve learned in the hardest ways possible that I can’t trust service providers, especially in
PEC, in the absence of a solid, personal connection. Even then, accountability is often difficult to
be had or even outright unattainable due to the hive-minded community in PEC that protects
one another at, seemingly, all cost!

Until something changes in my life, things simply are what they are. My car awaits the funds for
repair while I currently have very little food in my home to get by on. I’m already significantly
underweight with declining health and I’m now having exceptional difficulty keeping my phone
and internet services which are my last resources to any connection to the outside world. My
surreal situation forces me to live on far more credit than I’ve ever been prepared to and I’m
almost at the end of the line here. To say that I’m incapacitated is literally an understatement at
this point; nearly eliminated is far more realistic!

At this time, It appears to me that the so-called elite cliche in PEC and other municipalities in
Canada collude to set the community trends and standards that they collectively desire. These
entitled collectives appear to orchestrate so-called studies that will justify their collective desire
and then delegate particular individuals in the community to nonchalantly suggest the ideals of
that particular collective to the wider community. I’ve noticed what appears to be a similar trend
when researching other areas like Windsor, Ontario. In my experience, those opposed to or
otherwise not in-line with the agenda of the entitled collective are often treated poorly and
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subsequently alienated away from group discussions. One can directly witness this hive-minded
gate-keeping behaviour in several various online so-called community forums. In this way, from
my perspective, ongoing colonialism and the resulting harm and subsequent trauma remains
evident in PEC, Windsor and many other communities throughout Canada to this day!

Due to significant generational trauma and subsequent masonic scorn, I’ve been abandoned by
much of my family. This fact complicates many of the already severely convoluted, ongoing
issues that I experience in that Loyalist community. I speak further to the matter of ongoing
colonialism in Canada and the subsequent urgent case for decolonization under separate cover
in an accompanying submission.

Contrary to what my oppressors would have others believe about me, I’m certainly not
unbalanced enough to suggest that every instance of adversity or disadvantage in my life arises
from oppression. The so-called system, however, has become so dysfunctional that it's nearly
impossible at this point to make any distinction between systematic dysfunction and outright
oppression. When bad-faith actors aren’t at play in my affairs, systematic dysfunction of some
intolerable sort, in far too many instances, most certainly is! Negligence in itself, intended or not,
is oppressive! The excuse of a broken system is so old and intolerable. The system wouldn’t be
broken if individuals who sustain from it consistently governed themselves with actual integrity!

Unfortunately, integrity is just a word to many people in PEC where a network of individuals
colluded to successfully kill off my grandfather and to subsequently alienate me from my
grandmother. Thereafter, my father’s only sibling, with the assistance of a lawyer, robbed my
father of his previously arranged for inheritance while my father and I were subsequently being
effectively alienated from the community and other family members.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LnDMe2kPGARjJrnm2AWHcwtnOZnmDZDQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1boZ-qWtfAGcUOMwhp1suRep2Yo8s3qFZ5kOI4fRzpZU/edit

My grandparent’s home was then sold which affected my lifetime access to shared amenities
(water, driveway access, laundry facilities, shower, etc.) up until that point. I’ve come to learn
that inheritance for some families is a control mechanism for those who don’t keep in step with
colonial rhythm. So-called professionals in my hometown, province and country have nearly
decimated my entire life and everything I ever worked to build or otherwise acquire and that of
my family. Again, things just are what they are! I can only trust that the universe is unfolding just
as it should and that my matters will resolve, one way or another, in due time.

Once my grandfather was eliminated, my grandmother was alienated away from my side of the
family with my aunt free to orchestrate a community campaign against me. I was forced to live
thereafter in exceptionally substandard conditions with no running water, no electricity and no
means to improve my situation because of my ongoing crisis situation, subsequent failing health
and severe community oppression. Many people in the community were aware of my terrible
situation but instead of helping me in any way, many of those people either joined in the
oppression campaign against me or simply looked the other way while my entire life fell apart.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_d39ad6dc08a0437c99af2218e75ee2b3.pdf
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All the while, the Picton OPP were literally acting as personal bodyguards for various individuals
who were outright oppressing me. I initiated several so-called formal complaint processes
against several so-called professionals only to find out for myself that corrupt agents are
gate-keeping any actual possible remedy for those considered to be outside of the so-called
system in Canada. The Office of the Independent Review Director was brought in on the matter
whereby allegations of professional collusion, elder abuse and fraud were ordered to be
investigated but alas, the so-called professionals rarely play fair, and to my knowledge, a proper
investigation has never occurred in response to my initial allegations.

The former and current so-called mayors of PEC avoid me altogether despite my direct pleas to
them for assistance. The only times municipal staff tend to deal with me is to harass me for
frivolous matters, time and again, making threats to levy unjustifiable fines or to take or
otherwise control the property while doing so! I was forced to move out of my home in 2019, due
to my unresolvable crisis living conditions, failing health and no significant support. I’ve
experienced crisis after crisis and significant oppression at the same time since then.

It’s not like the average lawyer or paralegal can fix my troubles or even begin to assist in doing
so with the way things currently stand here in Canada. Those who swear loyalty to the so-called
king are not accountable to me or to the people of Canada but to the so-called king and,
seemingly, the so-called powers behind the crown. With the exception of one amazing criminal
defense lawyer, Ontario lawyers usually treat me with utter disdain the moment they understand
my opposition to their treasured Crown. Many lawyers, in my experience, are pro-system
whether they understand how that system actually operates or not.

Meanwhile, my doctor has abandoned my care after discriminating against me and refusing to
take long-term health concerns seriously. There’s far too much to say in the matter of the
exceptional medical tyranny for the purpose of this particular document. Let’s just say that far
too many so-called healthcare professionals in Canada subject themselves to personal liability
by arbitrarily eroding the rights of their patients.

Still, a day is quickly approaching where so-called public officials, public servants and service
providers alike will be held to account by the people of Canada for, among a multitude of other
matters, the COVID-associated pathogenic fungal healthcare crisis that continues to unfold
while so-called government and public health officials appear to be drop the ball, so to speak, on
an efficient, effective response. The general public hears about these new so-called
COVID-associated illnesses while most so-called public health officials fail to clarify matters for
the general public in Canada. In this way, I have to call it for what it is in my informed opinion - A
CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY!
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_aa981ac4bc8440319668542fac2dac13.pdf

At the same time, oral health issues, cancer and other mutations, addictions and mental health
issues, among so many other issues, are spiralling out of control. I’ve attempted to correspond
with Canada’s so-called health authorities asking to be informed about matters revolving around
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nanotechnology, genetic modification, radiation, Covid-associated pulmonary aspergillosis, the
so-called human genome project, immunity, virus definition, among, what I consider to be, other
critically important topics, while I get no response, whatsoever, from these so-called authorities.

On a completely different but equally important note, there’s a massive, albeit currently stifled,
community of people in Canada who justifiably demand outstanding justice for the legal theft
and subsequent harm of their children by Canada’s so-called child protection system. Scores of
survivors from the so-called foster care system stand in their own unbearable truth about the
so-called system, subsequently poised to avenge unspeakable crimes against their person,
families, dignity and basic right to life, liberty and security!

Canada ought to be thoroughly ashamed of the state of its so-child child welfare systems. At
present, there are scores of children living out of motels here in Ontario. To simply say that far
too many children and youth die in the so-called system is an incredibly gross understatement
while an inexcusable number of those who don’t perish go on to suffer some form of abuse.
Abused children and youth subsequently go on, again in far too many instances, to have an
unjustifiably poor long-term quality of life; inevitably at risk of a shortened life-span. Generally
speaking, an unfathomable amount of lives have been destroyed by the legally sanctioned
child-trafficking system in Canada.

The so-called child protection system is sick, twisted and unjustifiably unaccountable. So-called
child protection agencies cause severe harm and subsequent social disadvantage for far too
many people in Canada, especially vulnerable children and youth! The facts of the matter are
intolerable! It’s time for the people of Canada - not the colonial so-called government who
designed it in the first place - to restructure child welfare services in Canada - NOW!

I’ve certainly done my part in calling for child welfare reform in Canada. With the experience that
I’ve gained in doing so, it’s become clear to me that particular so-called officials who can
actually bring about change in the so-called system continuously fail to do so.

The former Registrar of the Ontario College of Social Workers and Social Services Workers
(OCSWSSW), Lise Betteridge, for example, issued an open letter citing serious concerns about
the practice of unlawful social work by CAS employees in Ontario but then, for whatever reason,
subsequently declined to exercise the full powers of the Ontario Social Worker and Social
Services Worker Act that clearly enables the OCSWSSW to fulfill its threefold mandate to:

● protect public interest;
● govern its members;
● regulate the practice of social work in Ontario.

https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_b357eb9627d94636a5f3ebfae93592af.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_ec62ccd623bd480698a2301f6ade194b.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_a9888a21e2f9409ea3d3e2d2e0a36d87.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_a2509c5984214c56ad1e3a5474271b89.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_9085a0ee59d34809af9db5ac41b28001.pdf
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https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_cfee4219b003462ca4bf30898dc3300c.pdf

I wrote to the new OCSWSSW registrar, Denitha Breau, insisting that urgent measures be taken
to regulate the practice of social work. I indicated to the registrar that there would be an
appearance of wanton negligence and intent to cause intentional emotional distress to a large
demographic in Ontario if immediate steps weren’t taken to regulate the practice of social work
and to protect public interest. I further indicated that I planned to sue the Registrar in a personal
capacity if unregistered social work in Ontario wasn’t effectively quelled. The registrar
responded stating that although my concerns are valid, no intention is had by the registrar to
regulate the unlawful practice of social work in Ontario.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_7b74ee2b8981472bb7d6f5d1848bc4de.pdf
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/f57efd_52a1a95cbbb647fd8f3d4f484d2c3ff0.pdf

Denitha Breau has the evident ability to petition the Ontario Legislative Assembly for
amendments to the Ontario SWSSW Act as was clearly demonstrated on January 11, 2024
when the standing committee on Finance and Economic Affairs was addressed with regard to
the proposed amendment of section 50 of said current legislation. As such, it appears that the
OCSWSSW registrar has demonstrated a wilful, wanton act of negligence; thus establishing, as
far as I’m concerned, mala fides which, in no way, affords protection from the law!
https://www.ola.org/en/legislative-business/committees/finance-economic-affairs/parliament-43/t
ranscripts/committee-transcript-2024-jan-11

There’s been this grand delusion in Canada that regulated professionals, public servants and
so-called authorities can’t be sued while acting in a so-called professional capacity. The reality is
that anyone can be sued in a personal capacity for harm they cause to others. This includes
several of the so-called authorities that I’ve unsuccessfully attempted to communicate with over
the years.

Good faith, again, is the key-word and the shield from legal liability for so-called professionals!
An act committed in the absence of good faith becomes an act of bad faith whereby legal
liability falls and rests upon the actor. A person is always in their own personal capacity even
while presuming to be a so-called professional! The law, when administered by a genuine,
uncorrupted court of equity and justice, in no way shields individuals or groups of individuals, in
any capacity, who commit acts of bad faith.

Once average, ordinary people come to understand that civil remedy is available to them and
that their oppressors are personally liable for harm caused to them and theirs, I believe it’ll be all
over, so to speak, for bad-faith actors here in Canada. Bad-faith actors acting in a so-called
professional capacity are likely to think twice about the personal harm that they cause to others
once civil remedy transfers their own personal funds and assets to those adversely affected
while acting, in any capacity, in the absence of good faith.

Several bad-faith actors have caused irreparable harm in my life. In fact, I’m not entirely sure
how I’ve survived so much oppression but what I’ve detailed herein only begins to speak to what
I’ve been forced to endure here in Canada. I’ve had to go full circle, I suppose, to see the bigger
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picture that I’m able to see now. Had I not experienced so much tyranny in my life I would’ve
never been prompted to research the actual nature and structure of the powers behind the
so-called Crown which led me to discovering the deceptive dual so-called government here in
Canada. Perhaps everything does happen for a reason!

Still, it’s been an extremely unjust fight just to remain alive, much less to have any real quality of
life, especially given all that I’ve lost and been subject to because of various systematic
oppression strategies employed against me by actors of bad faith working from within the
so-called government, judiciary and public service sector.
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_7307396d1a784220b1ee0f8d97f4a843.pdf

As such, I’ll be moving along with a business endeavour that seeks, in part, to assist the people
of Ontario to enforce their inherent liberty and to subsequently sue bad-faith actors that have
caused them harm. In this way, I’ll be able to self-sustain while encouraging and assisting others
who’re just as sick of the unaccountable, entitled, so-called elite as I am!

Let there be no doubt that similar endeavours will become the norm throughout Ontario and the
other provinces whereby all bad-faith actors at all levels of so-called government throughout
Canada are removed from their seats of privilege, one by one by the people of Canada, and
subsequently sued for all that they are and ever will be!
https://www.holisticusinternational.ca/_files/ugd/1c170a_6fa5082083784b9787c61504309c64c1.pdf

My business will not be engaging with the so-called government while Canada maintains a
corrupt status quo and that’s just the way it is! I’ll self-sustain just fine once I’m made whole
again through civil remedy, sustaining thereafter by my own volition. To get to that point
however, I need this government-monkey off my back which I’m attempting to shake off, once
and for all, at this time!
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/corporate/about-canada-revenue-agency-cra/commissioners.h
tml

For the record, I’m in no way suicidal nor am I terminally ill or otherwise ready to throw in the
towel, so to speak. In fact, I plan on sticking around to witness the triumphant justice that’ll
unfold here in Canada once the collective people of Canada come to understand Canada’s
colonial history for what it actually is!

Fortunately for me, as miserable as personal incapacitation continues to be, I’ve found that civil
law affords a benefit by providing for an extension to statute of limitations time-frames,
especially if incapacitated occurs as the result of bad-faith actors working against me with
unclean hands. In this way, as long as my oppressors hold me down in an inequitable,
incapacitated state, the longer I have to sue them in a personal (not professional) capacity for
various torts!

As matters continue to unfold here in Canada, I’m confident that those who act in the absence
of integrity will find themselves being held accountable by the Canadian collective in due time.
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In the meantime, I’ll be reporting the colonial, constitution-usurping, so-called government here
in Canada to the so-called international authorities.

While I understand that appealing to international so-called authorities may seem risky to some,
after researching the history of several clandestine dynasties in the world today, I believe it’s the
next logical step to take in thoroughly exposing the bigger problem of globalism while following
the rule of law to actual national sovereignty and subsequent international peace and justice. In
time, all deceivers and deceptive agendas will be exposed for all the world to see.

I have no doubt, whatsoever, that many, if not all, of the so-called authorities on the world stage
today are aligned with the tyranny that’s unfolding in the world today. After researching the
history of the so-called system of nobility it’s become clear that particular lineages have colluded
in attempts to eventually dominate a global government. The curtain is slowly but surely being
pulled back on that particular ludibrium and it doesn't take a genius to see that religiously
obsessed dynasties are attempting to reemerge as the mediaeval tyrants they once were.

While the odds may appear to be in favour of the executive government at this time whereby
most of Canada’s economy, infrastructure and defences are controlled by the said so-called
government, the will of the people of Canada will overcome the grip of their oppressors at all
costs. Despite the current gloom and doom situation here in Canada and throughout the world,
believe it or not, hope is not lost nor will it ever be!

After being in the belly of the beast for so long, advocating for others who fell through the cracks
of the so-called system along with me while I, myself, could barely survive, I feel rather justified
to speak on behalf of the so-called less-fortunate. In doing so, hear me when I say that the last
are about to become first while the first become last here in Canada and throughout the world!
Despite how the current state of affairs appears to be here in Canada, the will of the people is,
from my perspective, stronger now than ever!

In nearing conclusion, I’ll just cut to the chase and say that there’s no point, at least as far as I
can tell, in the average person making an appeal for help or change to parliament, the so-called
Prime Minister or provincial premiers for the tyranny that continues to unfold here in Canada.
This nation is captured in all ways that matter and the Prime Minister himself has no evident
intention of disclosing that fact to the nation. The so-called officials, even if they did want to
expose the corruption in Canada, are bound by oath and NDA’s. Beyond that, the Usher of the
Black Rod keeps parliament in check, so to speak!

The so-called Crown system here in Canada is nothing more than a deceptive political
distraction. The majority of public eyes are on the prime minister and premiers while the
so-called viceregal, executive government clandestinely pulls the strings from the shadows.

So-called public officials and servants are morally and legally obligated to promptly and
thoroughly inform the people of Canada about the actual nature and agenda of the so-called
executive government here in Canada. The time has finally come for the so-called governor
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general, lieutenant governors and the rest of the characters currently operating through the
so-called executive government to be accountable to the people of Canada!

In closing, it mustn’t be lost on the reader that I continue to experience severe oppression here
in Canada. I expect someone within the so-called government to remedy the extraordinary
circumstances that my own so-called government has forced me into! In the meantime, I’m
compelled to report ongoing colonialism and those who perpetuate it here in Canada to
so-called international authorities.

While correspondence that I’ve historically sent to so-called officials in Canada is usually
acquiesced, my submissions rarely receive a response. As such, although requested, a
response to this particular notice certainly isn’t expected. Nevertheless and at any rate, the jig is
up for the so-called executive government here in Canada!

Darkness be damned! Let truth prevail and liberty reign!

Firmly resolved,
Brenda Everall
brendaeverall@gmail.com
www.holisticusinternational.ca
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